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I was arrested for impersonating Richard Allen Lupoff:
I was walking down the street when who should I see but a sailor, in a sailor 

suit, freezing his head off, I hurriedly buttoned closer my govt. issue coat and 
made like a chameleon, but the sailor saw me, and he stopped for a second and look 
ed at me. Oh well, I didn’t want to die.,.so I disemboweldd him in a split second 
with my bowie knife , which I always keep in my pocket for just such an emergency, • . 
The blood felt nice and warn as I plunged my hands into his abdomen...

MCs from Porter to you:
Cover, Steve Stiles: The best Ditto artwork I’ve ever seen, quite literally. 
PoF#10, rich brown: Tonight rich will give a talk on how to lose friends and 
play dirty politics. But seeing as how I’m not in the thick of things, I can't 
say whether this is dirty or not.
Ubung#1, rich brown: Congradulations, a very good job, and most impressive for 
something so young.
Killdozer#'! & CZ^ly, rich brown: no comment hooks here. I’m afeared.
Dear Friend, Mike McInerney: The price tag is too high, for me myself that is. 
DEGLER#17, myself: A pretty bad crudzine at that.
SAPrise #1, DVA: Very good layout and use of colored paper, even if I have no comm 
ents on the mailing comments,, which I don't.
0P0 15, Lupoffs: Easily the best thing in the mailing, due partly to Dave's expert 
mimeographingo And of course, to that greet Con report. Your Lovecraft week will be 
in Algol. If it were longer, it would be an excellent article.
FanoMatiC#14, DVA: I see you're still using that lousy blue paper, and it seems to be 
yellowing around the edges.See below for an important message.
First Draft#32, DVA: There will definitely be an Eastercon, over, under, around but 
not through the LunaCon, and from where you work, I think that you are the Kan to 
go to the Hotel Edison to see about renting a suite. And who will finance this I am 
wondering? I can’t... at least at the moment. But we could charge $1.00 to cover costs., 
or something... Suggestions, people?
Hydra 17, Hike McInerney: Here’s your listm, Ike...
Tonight’s the Night: STeve Stiles: I liked that ill©, but it shd have been darker.
Also, as you say, the lettering guide didn't work at all. Maybe Ted'11 buy it. Nice 
content, beautiful satire.
Dagon, John Boardman: No comment on Diplomacy ’zines.
And this is the end of the Mailing comments, and I incidentally want to see hot; this 
blue master works out; it’ll be the color of rich's article, which he better have with 
him. TERRYFORTAFFTERRYFORTAFFTERRYl?ORTAFFTERRnORTAFFTERRYFORTAFFTERRYFORTAFFNYIN'67! 1 ■ HI
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